This article examines the possibility that the components of an informationprocessing system all operate continuously, passing information from one to the next as it becomes available. A model called the cascade model is presented and it is shown to be compatible with the general form of the relation between time and accuracy in speed-accuracy trade-off experiments. In the model , ex--perimentlLlmanipulations may have either or both of two effects on a processing level: They may alter the rate of response or the asymptotic quality pf the output. The effects of such manipulations on the output of a system of proessesare described. The model is then used to reexamine, the subtraction and additive factors methods for analyzing the composition of systems of processes. The examination of the additive factors method yields particularly interesting results. Among them is the finding that factors that affect the rates of two different processes would be expected to have additive effects on reaction times under the cascade model, whereas factors that both affect the rate of the same process would tend to interact, just as in the case in which the manipulations affect the durations of discrete stages. On the other hand, factors that affect asymptotic output tend to interact whether they affect the same or different processes. In light of this observation , the conclusions drawn from several studies about the locus of perceptual and attentional effects on processing are reexamined. Finally, an outline is presented of a new method for analyzing processes in cascade. The method extends the additive factors method to an analysis of the parameters of the function relating response time and accuracy.
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When we analyze performance in an information-processing task, we often proceed by assuming that performance may be decomposed into a set of separate subprocesses. Sternberg (1969a) , following Donders (1868-1869), has noted that we can attempt to study the supposed component processes themselves logic, this interaction means "that semantic context and stimulus quality influence a common stage " (Meyer et aI. , 1975 , p; 107 Sternberg (1969a) t9 the parameters of the curve relating time and response accuracy.
Do Component Processes Take Place in Strict
Succession?
The basic assumption of the discrete stage model is that the components of an information processing act take place in strict succession.
Is this assumption correct? Consider as an example, the lexical decision task used by and many others (Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971 ; Rubinstein, Garfield , & Millikan, 1971) . The task is simply to determ ine whether a visually presented letter string is a word or a nonword and to press one response key if the string is a word and another if it is a nonword. We might postulate several subprocesses in the performaI;lce of this' 1ask.
For example, we might assume that there is an discussion of these models. ) But when processes are logically contingent upon each other, as many of them would appear to be in the lexical decision task, the assumption of successive processing seems more compelling.
We naturally assume that subjects would not be able to identify the letters in a stimulus without the results of feature analysis. Thus the assumption of a strict succession of at least some of these processes seems to follow from the logical requirements of the task.
Recently, however, a number of theorists have questioned the view that one component of processing must be completed before a sec.ond can start, even when the second process depends on the output of the first.
For exaniple , Norman and Bobrow (1975) su~gest that the output of a process may be continually available to other processes. In their . formulation, the output of each process could be a set of quantities, each one indicating the degree of confidence that one of several possible conclusions about the input is correct. For ' example , at some instant in time , the output of a feature analysis process might indicate a 20% chance that there is a vertical line on the left of the input pattern and a 5% chance that there is a horizontal line across the middle. A bit later, the same outputs might indicate values of 35% and 60%. Given that the outputs are always available , there is no reason why the letter identification process could not be using them as they are changing.
In general , there is no logical reason why any number of' contingent processes should not in fact be operating at the same time so long as 289 the outputs of each process are always available to the others.
One very influential model that postulates this type of contingent relationship. between processes has been proposed by Turvey (1973). In his model , a peripheral visual process passes information about cTude features of the input to a central information-processing mechanism as the information is extracted from the visual input. The central mechanism monitors the output of the peripheral process to determine the identity of the contents of the display. The rate at which information is passed on to the central mechanism is affected by the contrast, brightness, and other physical parameters of the stimulus. The rate of processing at the central level depends on the availability of input from the peripheral level. Turvey uses the term parallel-contingent describe the relation between the central and peripheral processes; the processing at the central level is contingent on the results of processing at the peripheral level , even though it actually takes place in parallel with it.
Turvey s assumption of parallel-contingent have now applied models like Selfridge s to account for the process of word recognition (Henderson, 1977; LaBerge & Samuels, 1974;  McClelland, 1976).
Most of the applications of parallel-contingent processing have been in models of perceptual processes, but "it can easily be xtended to memory processes as well. It has frequently been suggested that memory consists of a network of associative links joining memory units called nodes. plished by the spread of activation from node to node via the associative links (Collins & Loftus 1975 ; Collins & Quillian 1969 ; Qu,illian , 1968) . There is no reason at all to presume that the activation of a node in the network needs to be all or nothing. In fact Wickelgren (1976) has suggested that the level of activation of a particular node to which activation is spreading may increase with time to some asymptotic value. Suppose the activation of a node depended on ' the stren.~th of the input to it-that is , upon the degree of activation of its predecessor. Then if several such activation processes were concatenated in an associative chain , we would have a perfect example of parallel~contingent processing.
Retrieval of information from such a network is accom-

General Assumptions of the Cascade Model
In spite of the plausibility of parallelcontingent processing systems in several areas of perception and cognition , we have no general way of representing them. The model presented here is an attempt to bridge the gap. The model is designed to capture the properties of systems of processes conforming to the following postulates:
1. The system is composed of several subprocesses or processing levels.
Each subprocess is continuously active
working to let its outputs reflect the best conclusions that can be reached on the basis of its inputs.
3. The output of each process is a set of continuous quantities that are always available for processing at the next level.
Processing at each level is based on the
results of processing at the preceding level only. Outputs are passed in only one direction through the system of processes with no skipping or bypassing of subprocesses.
When a set of processes conforms to, these assumptions, the processes are said to be organized in cascade. The model preseflted embodies these assumptions, so it is called the cascade model.
To relate the cascade model to behavior, it is necessary to add some way of translating the outputs of internal processes into responses.
It is therefore necessary to add some assumptions like, the following: 6. Actual response execution is assumed to be a discrete event that adds the duration of a single discrete stage to the time between the presentation of the stimulus and the registration of the overt response. with the discrete stage model the assumption that the execution of a response is a discrete event. However; in the discrete stage model only one process is at work at a time, whereas in the cascade model , all processes except response execution are at work allof the time.
In the discrete stage model , information is , transferred at the termination of one process and the start of the next. In the cascade model the transfer of information between processes is taking place all of the time.
The Cascade Model
The presentation of the details ofthe cascade model begins with some necessary background assumptions about the structure and function of individual processing levels. This is followed 291 by a discussion of the central assumptions of the model concerning the temporal dynamics of processing. These ideas are drawn from the theory of linear differential equations, which has many applications in physics. In psychology it has been used in formulating models of flicker and luminance increment deteCtion (Sperling, 1964; Sperling & Sondhi, 1968) and has been extended to account for some simple masking phenomena (Ganz, 1975) .
Processing Levels and Processing Units
Following Postulate 1 , the model assumes that the system underlying performance in a task is composed of a number of processes or processing levels. A simplified example of a processing system for performing the lexical decision task is illustrated in Figure 2 . Each processing level consists of a number of processing units. At perceptual levels , the units are like demons or detectors for the properties of stimuli. At higher levels not necessarily directly involved in the lexical decision task, units might correspond to representations of semantic features or nodes within a semantic network. There are also units for making comparisons and decisions and units for indicating which response should be performed.
Information as activation.
Units accumulate information in the form of activation , as in pandemonium. For example , perceptual units that become positively activated as a result of the presentation of a stimulus signal the presence of the unit they represent in the stimulus. Perceptual units that become nega- Figure   2 . P6ssible connections between units at different levels of processing in a simplified hypothetical -system for detemiining whether a string of letters is a word or a nonword.
tively activated signal the absence of the unit they represent. The same general characterization applies to units at other levels as well. 
This very important
simplifying assumption allows us to use kn represent the general rate of processing at level n.
The temporal form of the input.
Since the activations of the units determine the timing and selection of responses, we need to derive an 'expression describing how these activations.
will vary as a function of time since the onset of a stimulus. 1.0 1.5 T I ME (see) This conclusion is illustrated in Figure 3 Relatively slow or rate-limiting processes determine the slop~ oj the acti~lation function whereas relatively fast ones determine where it will begin to rise without altering its slope.
It is worth noting two additional properties of the activation functions given by (t).
The first is that their form depends only on the values of the rate parameters and not on their arrangement. Thus, the shape of the activation function of a particular unit tells us nothing about the arrangement of the processes in the system. The rate constants of the processes could be permuted in any order and the same activation function would result.
In addition , it should be apparent that the general form of the. activation function will not be very useful for determining the value of (McGill, 1963) . In the absence of converging evidence, it is generally possible to replace a process that is not rate limiting with a number of faster ones and obtain equivalent results. The cascade model is a plat!sible alternative to the discrete stage model , and so it would be of interest, merely on the basis of its plausibility, to determine what its implications would be for the interpretation of the results of eaction time experiments. However, before we undertake such an exercise, it is worth ""."" """" ",-:=,,-. ,_.
.q"" "~"",=" """",,,~P the curves that would be generated by a system of processes in cascade.
Response timing in speed-accuracy experiments. In the studies we will consider subjects are induced in either of two ways to respond at particular points in time after the presentation of a stimulus. One method (the response-signal method; Reed , 1973 Reed , , 1976 Shouten & Bekker , 1967 ) is to present a response signal at different lags after stimulus presentation and to instruct the subject to respond within a brief period of time after the presentation of the signal. The other method Response selection and sources of variability.
Response selection in the time-controlled situation is straightforward; subjects simply execute the response corresponding to the most strongly activated response unit atthe instant the decision to execute the response is made. (Ratcliff, 1978) . In such cases, it seems reasonable to suppose that those activations that are exciting the yes response unit might also be inhibiting the no response unit. Although such influences may be operative in the case of time-controlled responding as well, they would not materially alter the results.
PROCESSES IN CASCADE
be derived for the simple case in which the subject has to categorize the stimulus into one of two alternative categories.
The Shape of the Time-Accuracy Curl'
The solid curve in Figure 6 illustrates the lime-accuracy curve given by Equation 13 for the parameters used in generating thr esponse activation functions depicted in Figure 5 . The shape of this curve is characteristic of the curves generated by Equation 13.
. As with the underlying activation functions themselves this theoretical time-accuracy curve stays close to chance. for a few hundred msec and then increases rather rapidly over a short period , finally leveling off at some asymptotic level. Empirical time-accuracy curves reported in the literature all have this general form (see Pachella , 1974; Pew, 1969; and Wickelgren , 1977 , for reviews). In fact , as with the underlying activation functions , the time-accuracy curves given by Equation (14) where ( 
Effects of Experimental Manipulations
Several experiments have examined the T I ME (sec) Figure   6 . The solid curve shows the reIationshipbetween time and accuracy for the hypothetical system of processes that generated the activation functions represented in Figure 5 ; the dashed curve is fit the solid curve, using Wicke)gren s equation. Three different visual conditions were run.
In one , the bars were spaced widely apart and the display was brightly illuminated. In a second , the spacing of the bars was reduced.
In a third, t he wider spacing of the first condition was used , but . luminance was reduced. There were three response deadline conditions, as well as a no-deadline condition in which subjects were instructed to respond as accurately as possible without regard to time.
The results , shown in Figure 7 , indicate that' the spacing manipulation lowered asymptotic accuracy without affecting the shape of the activation . function, whereas the luminance manipulation shifted the a~curacy function to the right without affecting the asymptote. produce the obtained shift in the time-accuracy curve, as illustrated in Figure 15 .
Effect of imagery. on retrieval of paired associates. Corbett (1977) used the responsesignal method to examine the retrieval of associations studied either by rote rehearsal or by the use of mental imagery. In trials during the test phase of his experiment , pairs of words were presented, and subjects were instructed to determine whether the pair was one they had studied or not (foils were incorrect pairings of words from the learned pairs).
After a variable lag, the response signal was presented , and subjects were instructed to respond within the next 200 msec.
The data from the tests for both types of items are shown in Figure 8 . The results were closely fit by Wickelgren s equation , but the parameters differed between . conditions. A good fit to the data was obtained by holding the rate parameter constant across rote and imagery conditions. The asymptote parameter was higher in the imagery condition, but the delay parameter Was longer. Apparently, then the imagery manipulation increased asymptotic accuracy but shifted the time-accuracy function to the right. Corbett (1977) suggested that the results might be accounted for by assuming that imagery either slowed some process or resulted
in the addition of an extra process into the protessing system. A cascade model that can account for the obtained time-accuracy curves can be generated from either of these hypotheses. Insertion of a process or reduction of the . Combined data from early tests of three subjects in Corbett (1977) , along with curves generated by the model described in the text. (Both curves share severi processes in common with rate constants of 6, 5 , 15 , 15. , 15. , 15. , and 15.4. The curve fitting the data for the imagery condition includes an additional process with a rate constant of 9.
) . rate of a process both have the effect of shifting the tiine-accuracy curve to the right, increasing the delay parameter of the best-fitting Wickelgren curve. The curves illustrated in Set-sizeeifects in immediate memory. Reed (1976) investigated the time-accuracy function for recognition of members of a predesignated set of letters held in immediate memory (Sternberg, 1966 (Sternberg, , 1967 . The experimental factor, as in the standard Sternberg task, was the number of items in the memory set.
One model for this task might be formulated as follows Before each trial , the memory set is encoded and a special comparator unit is established for each member of the memory set. When the probe is presented, it is encoded and the output of the final encoding level (e. , a set of activations of phonological features of the probe item) is input to each of the comparators. The comparator units compute the product of their inputs from the memory set items and the probe, so the more closely the memory inputs and the stimulusproduced inputs to a comparator correspond the larger its asymptotic activation will be (Anderson, 1973 9. Group time-accuracy functions from each memory-set size and signal-lag condition of Reed (1976) , along with curves generated from the cascade model of performance described in the text. (All three curves assume a total Df six processes, with five relatively fast processes, k ......, , and one slow process for the comparison operation with k = 121m where is the number of items in the memory set. The asymptote parameters were chosen to achieve the best possible fit in each signal-lag condition.
The results of Reed's (1976) experiment ( Figure 9 ) ~uggest that neither of these interpretations is correct by itself. Clearly, the .set-sizemanipulation does have a small asymptote effect (although it only shows up in the data of some of the individual subjects), but there is also a difference in the rate of approach to these asymptotes. It appears then, that the set-size manipulation may have both of the effects described above.
Independence of rate and strength effects.
The models of the Corbett (1977) and Reed (1976) experiments assume that the same manipulation has both a dynamic and an asymptotic For example , when subjects in a semantic judgment task had to determine whether an exemplar was a member of a predesignated category, Corbett and Wickelgren (1978) found that the typicality of the exemplar to the category affected the asymptote but not the dynamics of the best-fitting Wickelgren curve. Further, Dosher (1976) found that asymptotic recognition accuracy for fragments of sentences varied as a function of the type of fragment , but type of fragment had no 2 It may be worth pointing out that the decision as to whether a manipulation has an effect on informationprocessing dynamics depends on the exact nature of the model that is being used to interpret the data. The activations of response units (and, there- fore, the potential accuracy of responding) increases continuously, gradually leveling off at some maximal level. In such a situation, the instruction to respond as rapidly as possible consistent with a high degree of accuracy has no specific meaning.
The activation criterion hypothesis.
How do subjects deal with standard reaction-time instructions? ' One possibility is that they set an implicit deadline consistent with a low enough error rate and respond so as to beat it (Ollman 1977 An additional potential source of variability, The fixed-criterion hypothesis is superficially similar to the fixed random-walk criterion that has been used successfully by a variety of investigators in accounting for reaction-lime and error-rale data (Link , 1975; Ratcliff, 1978; Stone , 1960) , but it is not identical to it. Although it can be shown that the probability of exceeding any given count criterion approaches u:p.ity as time in the trial goes to infinity, this is not the case for the fixed criterion in the cascade model , since on any given trial the activation function for a particular response unit could end up ata point below the criterion. In the limiting case, inwhich asymptotic accuracy of performance . approaches perfection this problem would not arise. For the time being, then conclusions will be restricted to these ideal conditions. When mean asymptotic activation is reasonably close to the activation criterion it would appear to be necessary for subjects to relax their criteria as time goes on to insure that a response is . eventually selected. The effects of criterion relaxation will be discussed below.
Determining the effects of manipulations on reaction times. decreases either the rate of a process or the relative asymptotic activation will increase the time it takes the activation function toreath criterion, as Figure 11 illustrates. These facts lead to the conclusion that a manipulation that simply increases reaction time does not . indicate by itself whether it affects the relative asymptotic activation or the rate Drone of the processes in the system. This conclusion is not restricted to the cascade model , of course, and has been pointed out previously by Wickelgren Corbett & Wickelgren, 1978 processes that forces equal activation levels when accuracy levels get very high , but there is no necessary reason to suppose that there are such ceilings at interesting levels. We may reach the ceiling on our measuring stick long before we reach a ceiling on the actual internal activations themselves.
Experiments that implicitly or
Stimulus quality and lexical decision. large number of studies are subject to multiple interpretations on the basis of this conclusion.
For example , Corbett and Wickelgren (1978) point out that the effect of typicality on reaction time in semantic verification tasks could be due to an asymptote rather than a rate effect. As another example, consider the finding of Meyeret at. (1975) that degrading the visual input increases the time it takes to make a lexical decision. This finding is compatible with the possibility that degrading slows the rate of some process or with the possibility that it reduces the size of the difference in asymptotic activation of the yes response unit on word versus nonword trials. Just such a reduction would be expected if degrading made it more difficult to ' tell what visual features were present in the displays , since the effects of degrading would be expected to carry through to affect asymptotic activation at the final processing leveL And, according to the preceding discussion , the fact that subjects could usually read the degraded words correctly does not demonstrate conclusively that the degrading manipulation did no~ have an effect on relative asymptotic activation levels.
Although rate and asymptote manipulations will tend to have indistinguishable simple effects , we must be careful to distinguish between them conceptually. It turns out I hat manipulations that affect the rate parameter of a process behave differently than those that affect the relative asymptotic activation level in factorial combination with other manipulations.
The Effect of Insertion of a Process: The
Subtraction Method
Danders s (1868-1869) subtraction method attempts to measure the duration of a compoñ ent of an information-processing system by taking the difference in reaction time between a condition in which the process is present in the system and a condition in which it is not present. The method is based on two assumptions-(a) that the experimental manipulation actually does result in the insertion of a process with no alteration of the other processes , and Figure   12 . The effect of insertion of a process with a rate constant of 15 into base systems containing relatively fast processes. (Panel a illustrates the effect of the insertion into a system containing two . processes with rate constants of 30. In b the base system contains 4 additional processeS with rate constants of 30. In cone of the rate constants of the base system in a has been reduced from 30 to 15. In d the asymptote of the base system in a has been reduced 25%.
(see)
the addition of a fixed time interval to the reaction time , independent of the other processes in the system. Sternberg (1969a Sternberg ( 1969b ) ho s pointed out the difficulties with the first assumption, but it is probably true enough in some situations for a brief examination of the second to be worthwhile.
The assumption that an inserted process adds an invariant amount . of time follows naturally from the discrete stage model , but would there be an invariant effect in a system of processes in cascade? It turns out that insertion will have an invariant effect as long as (a) the inserted process does not alter the asymptotic activation level of the response units , and (b) it is not a rate-limiting process.
When these conditions hold , the inserted process will simply shift the activation function to the right by an amount equal to the reciprocal of its rate constant and therefore delay the time it takes the activation function to reach the. criterion , as we saw .earlier in this article. Of course, it is understood that one the other processes must be substantially slower than the inserted process. Invariance is good as long as the rate of the inserted process is four times that of the slowest process in the base system.
Matters are more complicated when thĩ nserted process is among the slowest in the system, even if it, does not alter the asymptote. . In this case , the size of the il'.crease in reaction time will depend on the relative placement of the accuracy criterion with respect to ' the asymptote , as illustrated in Figure 12 . The reason the effect is not invariant is that the insertion of a process that has a relatively slow rate constant will reduce the slope of the ... ~""~,"", "-~P
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time-accuracy curve. , In fact, if, the inserted process is not the slowest but is within a factor or two of the rate of the slowest process il), the system, the effect on the slope of the curve may be noticeable. As the rate of the slowest process other than the inserted process increases , the magnitude of the effect of the placement of the criterion increases.
Thus, insertion of a relatively slow process will tend to increase reaction time , but the size of the effect will depend on the placement of the criterion with respect to the asymptote and on the rate parameters of other relatively slow processes in the system. Even more complications arise if the inserted process affects the asymptote of the -timeaccuracy curve , as illustrated in Figure 13 .
If the inserted process lowers relative asymp- relativ:e asymptotic activation, the effect of the insertion of a process will actually decrease as the placement of the criterion with respect to the asymptote increases, to the point that reaction times can actually be faster in the condition inCluding the inserted pro~ess.
In summary, it is apparent that the insertion of a process into a system of processes in cascade can have an invariant effect on reaction time, but only under a very specific set of conditions. The inserted process must be relatively fast compared to the slowest process in the system, and it must not affect the asymptotic activation of response units.
Otherwise, the size of the effect of the inserted process on reaction time may vary with other parameters of the activation function or even simply with the location of the response criterion in relation to the location of the asympto te. Verbal ability and memory , access.
The best known application of the subtraction method in the contemporary literature can be found in analyses of individual differences in the lettermatching task developed by Posner and Mitchell (1967) . In this task, subjects view pairs of letters, which are either physically identical (A A), name identical (A a), or different, under two instructions-(a) to respond same if the letters are physically identical (PI condition) or (b) to respond same if the letters are identical in name (NĨ ondition). For the average subject, the time It takes to respond same to physically identical pairs is something less than 100 llJ,sec faster than the time it takes to respond same to name-identical pairs.
' '
Hunt and his collaborators (Hunt, 1978; Hunt et al. , 1973 Hunt et al. , , 1975 have taken the CJ 3.
.-1--2.
4:: Typical results of the NI-PI task , as a function of verbal ability, are shown in of the effect of the manipulation of the fast process will be the same at both levels of the factor that affects the rate of the other process.
This will be true even if, as in Figure 14a , the other process whose rate is manipulated is a relatively slow process. The result, then, will be additivity of the two effects. What about two factors that both affect the rate of the same process? Assuming that the manipulations each reduce the rate constant by a fixed proportion, the result will be interaction of the overadditive type: At the level of one factor that produces longer reaction times , the other factor will have greater affe ~t. The reason for the overadditivity is that a proportional change in the rate of a process will make a larger difference if the rate is already slow than if it is fast. This situation is illustrated in Figure 14b . We can conclude that factors that affect the rate of the same process will generally have interactive effects.
Taking this conclusion together with the additivity of manipulations that affect the rate parameters of different processes, we find that additive factors logic applies to systems of processes in cascade , as long as the faCtors only affect the rate constants of the processes under consideration and do notalter relative asymptotic activation.
When one or both of two factors affect the asymptotic output ofa process, the results are different. Consider first a manipulation that affects the relative asymptotic activation levels in conjunction with a manipulation of the rate of a relatively fast process (Figure 16a ).
These two manipulations will have ad,ditive effects. The reason for this is that the shifting effect of the manipulation of the rate parameter is independent of the placement of the asymp- Now consider a manipulation of the asymptote of a process in conjunction with a manipulation of the rate of the rate~limiting process ( Figure 16b ). The rate constant of the ratelimiting ' process determines the rate of growth of the curve to a constant proportion of its final height, and the asymptote determines what proportion of the final height is needed to reach the criterion. Their joint manipulation will therefore result in an overadditive interaction. Again since asymptote effects are indistinguishable as to level , it does not matter where the asymptote manipulation actually has its effect. Thus, we see that rate and asymptote manipulations will produce overadditive inter-, I---j actions as long as the rate manipulation applies to the rate-limiting process. Of'course , whether a process is rate limiting is to some extent a matter of degree , as noted earlier in discussing the effect of the insertion of a process. Manipulations of the rates of processes whose rates are close to the rate of the slowest process will produce slight interactions ,,"ith asymptote manipulations.
What happens when two
factors that affect the asymptote are manipulated? The result will generally be an overadditive interaction.
. 50 1. 0 1. 5 T I ME (see) Infererices from the cascadeJ.hodel assume a. :fixed critetioriaridveiy low error rates. Thelocu.s of an asymptote effect cannot be determined from the pattern ofadrlitivity arid iritetaction:
If fadorsinteract
They. a1Iect the duration of the same process.
If effects are additive
Theyaffett the durations of different processes.
The case in which two manipulations each reduce the asymptote by a fixed percentage is illustrated in Figure 17 . An e~en. largCt overadditive effeCt is produced if the two' manipulations each have additive , rather than. propottidnaJ effectson the asyrnptqte. We wili consider a manipulation that wourdgive rise to stich an effect in the next sectibn.
The conclusions I have described are summarized in Table 2 . We can see that the cascade model paints a more complicated picture than the discrete stage model. As lqng as the asymptote is u'fiaffected , the two models have the same implications for the interpretation of reaction-time data, but as soon as admit the possibility that a manipulationm:ight affect the; symptote , several more possibilities arise. The conclusions sUlllmariied in Table 2 have implications fOT the interpretation of the results of several experiments in the literature.
CasCade model lion.
Consider . again the lexical deCision experiment . of . As preṽ iously mehtioned, these authors studied re~ctidh time to decide whether a string of letters was a word Or a . nortword and manip:- Relatedness had a stro'nger effect forde.l~raded than for intact ",bids, as i!1ustrated hi From Meyer, Schvaneveldt, and Ruddy (1975) .
ct::
---------- tion into graphemic codes. However, the conclusion that the factors affect. a common process does not follow if we adopt a model in
. which the processes operate in cascade. As Table 2 indicates, the interaction could be due to the joint effects of the two factors on the rate parameter of the same process, as
Meyer et al. suggested, but it could also be due to the joint effects of two factors each affecting asymptotic activation or to the joint effects of a factor affecting the asymptote and another affecting the rate of the rate-limiting process. In other words, the two factors could well be influencing different processes.
In fact, a quite simple interpretation of the In this model, relatedness and degradation will have additive ~ffects on the asymptotic activation of the detector for the target word.
The relatedness wilt determine the starting activ3.tion of the detector, and the visual quality of the tatget display will determine how high the activation function will rise above this starting level (Figure 18a ). These effects will be carded through to the final response? ctivation level (Figure 18b) , with some minor distortion at the low end owing to the behavior of the maximum unit (see the Appendix). As the figure illustrates , the time it takes the activation functions to cross the response criterion is increased more by degradation when the word is preceded by unassociated context, thereby accounting for the interaction.
Differential effects of degrading by dots and by contrast reduction.
The cascade model suggests a simple interpretation of an interesting pattern of results investigated by Miller (1976) .
Miller found that degrading with dots produced an overadditive interaction with the probability of stimulus occurrence , butdegrading by contrast reduction had additive effects . conjunction with, the probability manipula" tion. In terms of the discrete stag, e mod~l, the interaction would indicate that deg~adiQg, with dots affected the same stage as the probability manipulation, presumably a stage having, to do. with the visual processing of. th~. figure, but that contrast reduction affeGted a different and therefore presumably ~ar,lier stage. However, the results can be interpreted in terms of a cascade model' in which the effects of the probability manipulation . and . the All we have to do is assume that one of, the factors affects the output of a processing stage thereby affecting rate of processing at later 317 stages. For example, Sternberg (1969a Sternberg ( , 1969b The effects of errors and criterion relaxatidn.
We have seen that reaction-time results are often ambiguous. The potential for ambiguity is increased by the fact that subjects probably do not always adhere to a fixed. criterion.
Instead, it often appears that subjects relax their criterion as time goes on , essentially accepting poorer and poorer information as the basis for responding at later times (e. , Reed 1976) . Such a tendency is probably partially responsible for the usual positive correlation between reaction time' and error rate across experimental conditions. Depending on the' slope and curvature of the relation between the accuracy criterion and time since stimulus However, the interpretation of the results of reaction-time experiments would then depend on the accuracy of these additional assumptions, which might be difficult to check. For this reason , I think the method described below may well offer our best hope for determining the specific nature of the effect of an experimental manipulation on the underlying processes.
Toward a Method for Analyzing
Processes in Cascade
In the context of the cascade model , standard reaction-time methods have serious drawbacks. Many patterns of results that are unambiguous under the discrete stage model are ambiguous   -----.------.. -...--. . under the cascade model, even accepting the fixed criterion hypothesis, and additional ambiguity is introduced by the dubious status of the fixed criterion hypothesis itself. Thankfully, we need not be trapped in this ambiguity.
We may use the deadline ami response-signal methods for analyzing the shape of thc time-accuracy curve to avoid many of the ambiguities.
As Table 4 illustrates, the relation between the effects of manipulations on the underlying processes and the resulting tin-ie accuracy curve is well specified under the cascade model.
In fact ' it is possible to use the parameters of the best-fitting curve given by Wickclgren equation as the basis for inferences ahoul. the effects of certain parameter manipulations on the underlying processes. Some ambiguities do remain. We cannot distinguish between a manipulation that inserts a process and one that alters the rate of a process , as we found in the discussion of the effect of imagery on retrieval of paired associates (Corbett, 1077) . Nor can we specify the locus of the effect of a manipulation that alters the asymptote of wheth~r a manipulation affects th~ rate or asymptote of a process. If a rate parameter is affected, w~ can goon to ask whether a process whose rate is affected by a manipulation is the rate-limiting protess.
A difficulty with using the parameters of the time-accuracy curve as the basis for inferences about the underlying system of processes is that this method seems to require the collection of . a large amount of data from individual subjects. To do these studies right, subjects must be trained to conform their behavior to the deadline or response signal that is in force.
Apparently some training is required for most subjects (ShouteD. & Bekker, 1967; Wickelgren 1917) . In addition, it is not appropriate to average data before computing the timeaccuracy curve, since averaging can distort its shape, especially if there are large discrepancies between individuals. Therefore very large numbers of trials are usually run on each subject (e. , Reed, 1976, ran 12 180 trials per subject).
Some of these problems can be alleviated however, since it may not be necessary to obtain more than three different points on the time-accuracy curve for each subject in each condition, given that we know the general shape of the curve. In fact, it is possible determine the placement of the asymptote by simply obtaining a point far enough out on the time~accuracy curve to ensure that it effectively asymptotic. Presumably, this can be accomplished by. simply giving subjects instructions that stress. accuracy without regard to speed, paying them off wen for accurate performance.
Once the asymptote has been determined for a particular experimental condition , it remains only to determine the slope and intercept of the approach to asymptote: To' do this , it is only strictly necessary. to obtain two points along the rising portion of the time-accuracy curve, set at about one third and two thirds of asymptotic accuracy (Figure 19) with a unidirectional flow of information from one process to the next. There may be sonie bypassing of levels (e. , for some words at least, the outline shape of the word may directly signal its identity, supplementing the usual path of preliminary letter analysis; McClelland, 1977) . There may also be withinlevel interactions (Anderson, 1977; Anderson et a1. , 1977 More abstract presentations may be found in textbooks on differential equations (Simmons, 1972) .
Vectors and matrices.
Consider the set of linear integrator units at the nth processing level in a system of processes in cascade. Let 
where is the nurnber of units at level n.
is then a vector in which the value of each element of the vector represents the activation of one of the units. The input to level nis just the output of level -1 , which can be represented by the vector An-
The aCtivatibn level to which a linear integrator unit will be driven by its inputs is equal to the weighted sum of the inputs. . As the system approaches equilibrium, then , the activation of a given unit will approach the 
where Mn stands for the matrix of weight constants associated with processing level n.
The visual input to the processing system can be represented by a vector in which the luminance of each point is given by the value of the corresponding element of the vector.
This vector characterizes the input to the first processing level in the system , so it is appropriate to call it Ao.
Each of several processing levels in a system of processes in cascade receives the output of one process and processes it according to its weight constants, passing the result on to the next process. The asymptotic output of level is then simply given by An = Ao IT Mi. The real benefit of Laplace transformation for our purposes comes from the fact that the The expression in brackets succinctly expresses the relation between the input to process and its output. It is called the transfer function of process
i=1 (A4)
The procedure that produced Equation AIO
can be used again to derive an expression for An.,.-(s) We need only take the inverse transform of the expression and we are done.
Taking the inverse transform.
To find the is. For ;lIlY given unit at level indexed by j, its asymptotic activation given the presenta- is equal to the value
